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Abstract—World population is ageing and with age, individual
health tends to decline. When compounded with reduced amounts
of physical exercise, health issues brought on by ageing are
aggravated. As such, it is necessary to promote physical activity
and discourage a sedentary behaviour. For these issues the
Augmented Human Assistance (AHA) project presents several
solutions. In this work we will focus on two of the proposed
solutions: ”exergames” and Automated Therapist Assistance for
Senior fitness tests. These solutions use Human Pose Estimation
(HPE) and can be easily used given that they rely, only, on
widely available digital cameras. The objective of this work is to
explore the usage of HPE algorithms in long ranges as a means
to increase the effective area of said algorithms, allowing for
large motions or tracking of several targets. As such, we evaluate
the performance with distance of three common 2D HPE tools:
OpenPose, AlphaPose and openpifaf. Besides this evaluation we
also improve the range of VNECT, a 2.5D HPE algorithm. Finally
as a last step we explore the potential of discrete pose classifiers,
as an alternative to continuous pose. For this work two datasets
were created: the distance dataset and the discrete pose dataset.

Index Terms—Camera-based human Pose Estimation, Computer
Vision, Machine Learning, Deep Neural Networks, Exercise
Monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION

World population is ageing, with elderly population shares
rising throughout the world [1]. This demographic shift has
many implications for society, among them lower labour force
participation, increased health expenditures, and strain on
pension and health schemes [2]. With age, individual health
tends to decline and, when associated with today’s sedentary
lifestyle and reduced amounts of physical exercise, worsens
elderly health issues [3].

To improve current and future generations’ health in their
later years, it is essential to promote physical activity and
discourage sedentary behaviour. It is in this context that
the Augmented Human Assistance (AHA) project becomes
relevant. ‘The AHA project seeks to provide solutions to
alleviate the current and upcoming social, psychological and
economical burden related to sedentarism and ageing related
morbidities’1. The project combines innovation and funda-
mental research in the areas of human computer interaction,
robotics, serious games and physiological computing2 to de-
velop said solutions [4]. To address these problems several
approaches are proposed and in this work we will focus on

1http://aha.isr.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/
2http://welcome.isr.tecnico.ulisboa.pt/projects/augmented-human-

assistance/

exergames [5] and Automated Therapist Assistance for Senior
fitness tests [6].

Exergames are serious games that seeks to promote physical
exercise, leveraging gamification components to increase user
engagement. In the AHA project a set of video games were
developed that are projected on a surface and controlled
by the player’s body pose and motion. By turning common
exercises into games, the player increases the amount of
physical exercise, contributing to healthy ageing and having
a positive effect in the prevention of all-cause mortality [3].

Automated Therapist assistance for Senior fitness tests utilises
the same interaction algorithms used in exergames to assist a
physical therapist in accompanying patients performing said
fitness tests. The fitness test in question is a battery of tests
designed to assess the functional fitness of elderly people. The
test provides insights on the physical capabilities and dexterity
of the user, allowing better understanding of the difficulties the
user faces in daily life. The ‘Senior fitness Test’ is comprised
of 6 tests that measure the basic activities of daily living [7]:
Chair Stand, Arm curl, Two Minute Step Test, Chair Sit and
Reach, Up and Go, and Back Scratch Test.

Both solutions rely on Human Pose Estimation (HPE). Accord-
ing to Leonid Sigal, ‘Human pose estimation is the process
of estimating the configuration of the body (pose) from a
single, typically monocular, image’ [8]. From the different
technologies that allow pose tracking, e.g. motion capture with
markers, HPE algorithms, are the only non-invasive solutions
making them the best suited for the system.

HPE has many applications in human computer interaction,
surveillance, marker-less motion capture, among others and
given the success of Microsoft’s Kinect cameras human pose
detection and tracking have received significant attention in
the last few years [9].

In this work we divide HPE algorithms into three categories
depending on its inputs and outputs: 2D, 2.5D and 3D HPE
algorithms. 2D algorithms take as input a 2D image, e.g. an
RGB image, and output a 2D pose, e.g. joint pixel coordinates.
3D algorithms take as input a 3D image, e.g. an RGB-D
image, and output a 3D pose, e.g. 3D coordinates. Finally,
2.5D algorithms take as input a 2D image, e.g. an RGB image,
and output a 3D pose, e.g. 3D coordinates.



Fig. 1: Example of a skeleton model.

A. Problem Formulation
Given the ever increasing needs for physical therapy in to-
day’s society and the necessity to incentivise regular physical
activity, new technological solutions that facilitate the work
of physical therapists and that promote exercise needs to be
developed.

Typical HPE algorithms have limitations in the range of
the workspace. For instance, the Kinect only operated from
0.5m to 8m range. Thus, in this work the effective range of
HPE algorithms is augmented to leverage the several benefits
to the solutions proposed by AHA. Algorithms with larger
effective ranges bring several advantages to a system. Without
requiring extra hardware a larger area can be used, allowing,
for example, group exergames.

B. Contributions
This work has three main contributions. The first is the
increase VNECT’s effective range, in images, by changing
how the target bounding box is obtained. The second is the
creation of a fully labelled 2D distance dataset with fully
annotated poses, that can be easily extended, and that we use
to benchmark some state of the art 2D algorithms. Finally, we
evaluate the possibility of using discrete pose as an alternative
to continuous pose, particularly, in the application cases of
the automation of the senior fitness test and ‘exergames’. A
labelled discrete pose dataset was created for this purpose,
with classes derived from exercises relevant for ‘exergames’
and the senior fitness test.

II. STATE OF THE ART

Human pose estimation considers that human body is an
articulated body that can be modelled as a set of joints and
rigid parts. The model used to represent the human body can
be either in 2D or 3D. A 2D model example can be seen in
Fig. 1. State of the art HPE currently focuses mainly on 2D
and 2.5D algorithms using a single monocular 2D camera.
Although algorithms utilise many methods and technologies,
recent works mostly rely on machine learning techniques,
notably deep learning.

We first categorise algorithms in two classes: bottom-up and
top-down. Bottom-up algorithms start by identifying keypoints
in the input image and then combine said keypoints into
different human poses. Top-down methods start by identifying
the target, usually through a bounding box, and only then

Fig. 2: Visualisation of confidence maps and PAFs, adapted
from [12]

identifying the keypoints and combining them to form the
target’s pose. Top-down methods are, therefore, also referred
to as two step methods: the first step is target localisation, the
second is single person pose estimation.

One more point where algorithms diverge is in the selected
skeleton configuration. In the literature there are two main
configurations defined by the two most widely used datasets,
the COCO keypoints format [10] and the MPII human pose
dataset format [11]. Generally, algorithms utilise either one of
these configurations, both or a variation.

A. 2D algorithms
1) OpenPose [12]: OpenPose is a bottom-up method for
efficient multi-person 2D pose estimation that utilises a non-
parametric approach referred to as Part Affinity Fields (PAF),
which are ‘a set of 2D vector fields that encode the location
and orientation of limbs over the image domain’ [12]. The
method uses an iterative architecture that refines the predic-
tions over successive stages with intermediate supervision at
each stage. The architecture starts by estimating the PAFs and
then the confidence maps, which represent the likelihood of
a certain keypoint being in a certain pixel. Fig. 2 provides
a visual example for both confidence maps and PAFs. From
the detected confidence maps and part affinity fields, a set of
bipartite matches are applied to associate body part candidates
and obtain the final pose estimations. The results obtained
show that ‘a greedy parsing algorithm is sufficient to produce
high-quality parses of body poses’ [12]. The work also shows
that PAF refinement yields better runtime efficiency and ac-
curacy than combined PAF and body part location refinement.
The most common failure cases are due to rare poses or
appearance, missing or false part detection, overlapping parts,
wrong connection associating parts from two persons and false
positives on statues or animals.
2) Regional Multi-person Pose Estimation (RMPE) [13]: The
work proposes a novel framework that relies on a top-down
approach to pose estimation. It validates the potential of two-
step frameworks, i.e. human detector+single-person pose esti-
mator (SPPE), when the SPPE is adapted to a human detector.
The solution seeks to solve the problem that SPPEs are rather
vulnerable to bounding box errors and, since SPPE produces a
pose for each given bounding box, redundant detections result
in redundant poses. The proposed framework is divided into
three components: Symmetric Spatial Transformer Network



(SSTN), Parametric Pose NonMaximum-Suppression (NMS),
and Pose-Guided Proposals Generator (PGPG). The SSTN
extracts a high-quality single person region from an inaccurate
bounding box. By improving the bounding box detection this
component tackles the first issue presented, it reduces the
failure rate of the SPPE caused by bounding box errors.
To address redundant detections, a parametric pose NMS is
introduced that eliminates redundant poses by using a novel
pose distance metric to compare pose similarity. With these
two components this method is thus able to handle inaccurate
bounding boxes and redundant detections tackling both prob-
lems found in the literature. Lastly, the paper proposes a novel
pose-guided human proposal generator (PGPG) to augment
training samples. This is done by learning output distributions
of a human detector for different poses, so it is possible to
simulate the generation of human bounding boxes, producing
a large sample of training data. The new framework achieves
state of the art performance. It significantly outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods for multi-person human pose estima-
tion in terms of accuracy and efficiency.
3) PifPaf [14]: PifPaf is a bottom-up method for multi-person
2D human pose estimation that introduces a Part Intensity
Field (PIF) to localise body parts and a Part Association
Field (PAF) to associate body parts, connecting joint locations
together into poses. The algorithms architecture is based on
a fully convolutional, single-shot, box-free design. This way,
the system overcomes one challenge of top-down methods, the
struggle with clashing bounding boxes. The method outper-
forms previous methods at low resolutions and in crowded,
cluttered and occluded scenes thanks to the new composite
field PAF encoding fine-grained information and the choice
of Laplace loss for regressions which incorporates a notion
of uncertainty. Despite better for low resolutions, the method
still maintains an on par performance at high resolution with
state-of-the-art bottom-up methods. Three components are the
essential contributions of that work: the PIF, the PAF and the
Laplace loss for regressions. The PIF’s goal is to detect and
localise body parts. The method fuses confidence maps with
a regression for keypoint detection and translates this fusion
into the language of composite fields, further adding a scale
factor. As such, PIFs have a composite structure that includes
a scalar component for confidence, a vector component that
points to the closest body part of the particular type and
another scalar component for the size of the joint. The PAF’s
goal is to associate joints into multiple poses. For this, at
every output location, PAFs predict a confidence, two vectors
for the two associated parts and two widths for the spatial
precision of the regressions. The usage of Laplace loss for
regressions allows the system to better deal with the diversity
of scales that a human pose can have in an image. Using this
loss allows an improvement of the localisation ability of the
network by injecting a scale dependence in the regression.
Therefore, tackles the issue that the same absolute error can
be minor in one image but major in another.

B. 2.5D algorithms
1) VNECT [15]: VNECT is the first monocular RGB 2.5D
method usable in real-time. The method combines a fully-
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that regresses 2D and
3D joint positions and a kinematic skeleton fitting method. Its

operation does not rely on strict bounding boxes, and facilitates
inexpensive bounding box tracking. The results obtained with
VNECT are qualitatively comparable to, and sometimes better
than, results from monocular RGB-D approaches, such as the
Kinect, and on par with the best offline 3D monocular RGB
pose estimation methods. The algorithm receives a full-size
image as input and crops the image by the targets bounding
box which was generated using a human bounding box de-
tector. From the crop, the CNN jointly predicts 2D heatmaps
and the 3D location-maps for all joints. The joint keypoints
are then extracted from the heatmaps and, after filtering, used
to retrieve the depth from the location-maps. The per frame
estimates are then combined to a stable global pose by skeleton
fitting. As the algorithm receives only a 2D RGB image as
input it infers the depth of the different keypoints normalised
to the targets height. As such to convert the normalised values
obtained to true metric space the algorithm only needs to
be provided with the targets height. The major limitations
of that approach relate to the compounding of errors that
accumulate slight inaccuracies in the estimation and lead to
largely different depth estimates.

C. Discrete Pose

Discrete pose draws inspiration from full-body gesture recog-
nition, particularly from approaches that further divide ges-
tures into the sub-structures (i.e. sub-gestures) that compose
them. Gesture recognition provides new possibilities for in-
tuitive Human Computer Interaction [16], for instance to
interact with an exergame. Discrete pose estimation differs
from gesture recognition as gestures are usually defined as
dynamic actions while poses are static. However, some insights
can be drawn from this field. Gesture recognition can take
many types of input, the most common being RGB images,
depth images and pose estimates. The works [17] and [18] are
examples where machine learning methods, nearest neighbour
classifiers and deep learning, respectively, are used. The work
[17] is an example where sub-gestures are used to detect
gestures.

D. Limitations

HPE algorithms still face several issues described in the
literature. All algorithms face difficulties when, for example,
confronted with images in the wild as the background may
cause some false positives, or when dealing with occlusions,
i.e. when there are obstructions between the target and camera.

Besides the issues that affect all methods some issues are
specific to certain groups of algorithms. For instance, top-down
methods are normally limited by the quality of the person
or bounding box detector, facing difficulties with inaccurate
or overlapping bounding boxes. Multi-person bottom-up algo-
rithms, in their turn, are limited by the optimisation technique
that selects which keypoints belong to whom, which is partic-
ularly problematic in crowded images. For 2.5D algorithms,
one major limitation is the necessity of extra information for
the conversion to true metric space. On the other hand 3D
methods, even more so than 2D and 2.5D algorithms, are
limited by the hardware used, since different RGB-D cameras
have different ranges as they might use different technologies.
For instance, the Kinect sensor range is 0.7 to 6m and, outside



this range, the values obtained from the depth sensor are not
reliable. Furthermore, the Kinect utilises an infrared projector
meaning that exposure to sun light, or the presence of infrared
absorbent material may interfere with the measures taken. A
more recent example is the Orbbec Astra RGB-D camera
which has an effective range of 0.6 to 8m and faces similar
issues due to the usage of an infrared depth sensor.

During the literature review one particular omission was noted.
For 2D and 2.5D algorithms little attention has been given to
the effective spatial range of these algorithms. Many reasons
for this deficiency exist, most notably the lack of a standard
way of measuring the algorithms’ range. Measuring range in
2D algorithms presents several challenges as many variables
must be taken into account. Solely evaluating real world
distance is not sufficient. One needs to take into account
the camera that captured the image, particularly the resolu-
tion of the image, the distortion caused by the camera lens
and possible interference of the background and lighting in
algorithm performance. Another important factor is that, to
lower computational demands, many algorithms resize the
input images, leading to diminished effective ranges. Besides
the already described issues, most datasets available for human
pose estimation do not have a large variety of distances, nor
have the target distance explicitly stated.

Another possibility that could be further explored is the
concept of discrete pose, as opposed to a continuous pose.
Discrete pose divides a set of relevant poses into classes,
or subposes, that when combined describe the relevant pose.
Although discrete poses are not suitable for all applications
they may provide better performances for certain cases, like
for some exergames or parts of the senior fitness test.

E. Scientific Questions

This paper will focus on the following scientific questions that
stemmed from the limitations in the literature:

• What is the maximum range of 2D methods?
• How does algorithm accuracy vary with distance?
• Is discrete pose a viable option to continuous pose for

the envisaged application?
• What are the bottlenecks in current 2D and 2.5D meth-

ods?
• Do 2.5D have range advantages over 3D methods?

To address these questions we pursued the following objec-
tives:

• Increasing VNECT’s effective range
• Develop a 2D fully labelled human pose dataset that is

easily extendable
• Benchmark existing 2D algorithms on this dataset
• Evaluate the possibility of using a discrete pose as an

alternative to continuous pose
• Evaluate discrete pose performance with distance

The algorithms under study will be the ones presented in this
section, as they are widely used in the community.

III. TOOLS

This work will use several open-source tools generously made
available by the developers. All tools, unless expressly stated
on the experiment, will be out of the box, meaning they will
not be modified or optimised for the evaluation tests, unless
required to run the experiment.
1) OpenPose: is based on the works [12], [19]–[21] and is
the first real-time multi-person system to jointly detect human
body, hand, facial, and foot keypoints on individual images.
Another relevant feature is that the system’s computational
performance on body keypoint estimation is invariant to the
number of detected people in the image. It was developed by
Carnegie Mellon University’s Perceptual Computing Lab and
is included in the popular OpenCV library [22] which was the
implementation selected for the tests in this work.
2) AlphaPose: is based on the work presented in [13] de-
scribed in Section II-A2. It was developed by the Machine
Vision and Intelligence Group(MVIG) at Shanghai Jiao Tong
University Alpha Pose is an accurate multi-person pose es-
timator, which is the first open-source system that achieves
72.3 mean Average Precision (mAP) on COCO dataset and
82.1 mAP on MPII dataset. AlphaPose is based on the work
presented in [13] described in Section II-A2. Its implementa-
tion supports both Linux and Windows.
3) openpifpaf: is an implementation of the work described in
Section II-A3. It is a bottom-up method for multi-person 2D
human pose estimation that is well suited for urban mobility,
e.g. self-driving cars and delivery robots. The method performs
on par with state-of-the-art bottom-up methods on the standard
COCO keypoint task and produced state-of-the-art results
on a modified COCO keypoint task for the transportation
domain. The implementation uses PyTorch and was made by
Visual Intelligence for Transportation (VITA) Lab at École
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne.
4) VNECT: is the first real-time method to capture the full
global 3D skeletal pose of a human in a stable, temporally
consistent manner using a single RGB camera. The method
combines a new convolutional neural network (CNN) based
pose regressor with kinematic skeleton fitting. It regresses
2D and 3D joint positions jointly without requiring tightly
cropped input frames and utilises a real-time kinematic skele-
ton fitting method to yield temporally stable 3D global pose
reconstructions on the basis of a coherent kinematic skeleton.
The system was developed in a joint effort by researchers from
Visual Geometry Group (VGG) of the Max Planck Institute for
Informatics, from Saarland University and from Universidad
Rey Juan Carlos.
5) VGG Image Annotator (VIA): is an open-source standalone
manual annotation software for image, audio and video that
requires no installation or setup. VIA is an open source project
based solely on HTML, Javascript and CSS having no depen-
dency on external libraries. The complete software is an offline
browser application that fits in a single self-contained HTML
page and is extremely light-weight (< 400kB). VIA was
developed by the Visual Geometry Group (VGG) and released
under the BSD-2 clause license which allows it to be useful
for both academic projects and commercial applications.



IV. APPROACH

As presented in Section II-E several questions were posed
while reviewing the literature and the objectives for this work
were derived from these questions. This work follows three
main directions.

A. Evaluating 2D algorithms performance with distance

The first direction is the evaluation of commonly used HPE
tools to understand if 2D images can provide reliable informa-
tion outside the range of 3D algorithms. This evaluation can
also be used as a stepping stone before exploring the usage of
discrete pose. For this a novel 2D distance dataset, described
in Section V-A, is used to evaluate the algorithms perfor-
mance according to the experiment and metrics described in
Section VI-A. The tools that will be evaluated are the ones
previously described in Section III.

B. Improving VNECT

The VNECT algorithm, detailed in Section II-B1, can be
divided into several components, one of which being the
Bounding box tracker, also called the human detector. It
becomes clear, when evaluating the outputs of the tool, that
the performance of this component greatly impacts the perfor-
mance of the overall system.

In the selected implementation, the bounding box is currently
made utilising OpenCV’s Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(Hog) detector. To improve results, our implementation in its
turn also relies on a parameter tuned Hog detector and Non-
Maximum Suppression (NMS) to select the bounding box.

The Hog detector uses a sliding window of size 64 × 128
that covers the image with a fixed step size defined by the
window stride. A sliding window is a rectangular region of
fixed dimensions that ‘slides’ across an image moving at a
fixed rate, called stride. The sliding window extracts all regions
in the image and each is then evaluated by a pre-trained
Support Vector Machine (SVM) human detector, provided by
the OpenCV library, that indicates if a human is present in
the evaluated region, generating a set of candidate regions.
After the entire image has been processed, the window size
is increased according to the value of a scale parameter
and the process repeats N times. As such, we expect better
performance using a small window stride value, a scale value
close to 1, whose values typically vary between 1.01 and 1.5,
and having N , that is usually set at 64, according to

image height

128
= scaleN . (1)

After all bounding box candidates are found we utilise NMS to
select the target bounding boxes. Note that our implementation
assumes only one target per image, but NMS allows more than
one target. Three variations on the NMS algorithm were tested,
the imutils package NMS implementation with and without
taking SVM outputs into consideration and NMS-fast. We also
explored resizing the image before using the Hog detector,
resulting in an extra parameter the target image width.

Fig. 3: Proposed architecture for the discrete pose system.

C. Discrete Pose

The final part of this work focuses on exploring the viability
of a discrete pose estimator for the case of the exergames and
the Senior fitness test. In Fig. 3 one can see the proposed
architecture for the discrete system.

The first step in the creation of this discrete system is defining
which classes (i.e. sub-poses) will be used. The selected
classes were considered relevant to the exercises at hand.
Below we present the selected classes along with the rational
for their selection:

• Left/Right knee raised: target’s knee is above the mid-
way point between the patella (kneecap) and iliac crest
(top hip bone). Useful for senior fitness test’s Two minute
step test and for the grape stomping exergame.

• Left/Right Arm curl: Arm is performing a bicep curl.
Useful for Arm curl exercise in the senior fitness test.

• Left/Right Arm extended down Arm is extended and
pointing down. Useful for Arm curl exercise in the senior
fitness test.

• Standing straight: target is standing up straight. Useful
for all exercises in the senior fitness test.

• Leaning Left/Rigth: target is leaning left/rigth. Useful
for all exercises in the senior fitness test and for the
tobogan raid exergame.

For this purpose two research venues will be explored and
compared. First we develop a rule based classifier, then we
apply machine learning algorithms to compare to the rule
based algorithm. The machine learning classifiers that we will
utilise are Neural Networks (NN), Decision Trees, Random
Forests and Support Vector Classification (SVC). The SVC in
particular follows a one-vs-all architecture, where a classifier
is trained for every class. Finally we compare the different
approaches as described in Section VI-C.

V. DATASETS

In this work two novel datasets were created: a distance dataset
and a discrete pose dataset. Both are described in detail below.3

A. Distance Dataset

A new 2D human pose dataset was created to properly
evaluate 2D algorithm performance with distance. The dataset
should cover several distances and be easily extendable, al-
lowing any who wish to use it to augment it with new images
or new annotations. For this reason and to follow a standard
annotation pattern the VIA Software (see Section III-5) was
selected for the creation of the annotations file.

3The datasets are available for download at:
drive.google.com/open?id=1n5rWAn Nagx2AybNbN8VD BdWB3eshss



TABLE I: Dataset keypoints

idx Keypoint idx Keypoint idx Keypoint
1 nose 8 left elbow 15 right knee
2 left eye 9 right elbow 16 left ankle
3 right eye 10 left wrist 17 right ankle
4 leaft ear 11 right wrist 18 pelvis
5 right ear 12 left hip 19 thorax
6 left shoulder 13 right hip 20 upper neck
7 right shoulder 14 left knee 21 head top

(a) Image M 7m 1. (b) Image P 3m 2 with annotations
(taken from VIA).

Fig. 4: Examples from the distance Dataset.

The dataset has 160 images at several distances, starting at 3m
and up to 18m away from the camera. This distance range
was selected as it is three times larger than the maximum
effective range of the kinect (aprox. 6m) and approximately
twice the maximum effective range of the orbbec astra (aprox.
8m). Dataset distances increase in 1m increments with 10
images in each step. Image resolution is 4000p × 3000p and
an image example can be seen in Fig. 4(a). As can be seen in
the example provided, images only have a single target.

The dataset images are evenly split between male and female
with one male actor and one female, for a total of two actors.
Throughout all images the background is similar, as it is not a
focus of the study, however lighting conditions may change
as the images are in an outdoor setting. As for the poses
performed, although not constant for all distances, they are
of similar nature and allow a fair comparison.

The annotations in the dataset are comprised of an inter-
section between the COCO keypoints and the MPII human
pose dataset skeleton configuration. The skeleton configuration
selected can be seen in Fig. 4(b) and all keypoints in TABLE I.
Keypoints 1 through 17 follow the COCO keypoints configu-
ration and keypoints 18 through 21 add the missing keypoints
to complete the MPII configuration.

The dataset folder contains the 160 images and two files in the
json format: one corresponds to the VIA project, to facilitate
changes and improvements, and the other is the annotations
file. The json structure follows the default structure of VIA.

B. Discrete pose dataset

Besides the distance dataset, a dataset to train classifiers to
identify the different sub-poses that compose the final pose, is
also necessary. The classes selected were based on exercises
from the senior fitness test and from different exergames:
Left/Right knee raised, Left/Right Arm curl, Left/Right Arm
extended down, Standing straight, and Leaning Left/Rigth.

Fig. 5: Percentage of occurrences for each class in the entire
dataset.

(a) Image M96. (b) Image D6.

Fig. 6: Examples from the discrete pose dataset.

Similarly to the distance dataset, the 250 images that constitute
this dataset have a resolution of 4000p×3000p and are labelled
using the VIA software. The dataset has two actors, one male,
one female, performing the different exercises, for example
performing the two minute step test and the arm curl test.

It is relevant to note that the dataset is imbalanced for each
class, i.e. the ratio of positive/negative is not 1 : 1. The data
is skewed towards negative cases, as can be seen in Fig. 5.
The imbalance of the dataset is unavoidable given that some
classes are mutually exclusive, e.g. Left arm curled and Left
arm extended, and that each test or game utilises few classes.

VI. RESULTS

In order to answer the questions posed in Section II-E and test
the methods proposed in Section IV the following experiments
were proposed.

A. Evaluating performance with distance

In order to evaluate the evolution of 2D algorithm performance
with distance the estimated poses by the three algorithms
selected, OpenPose, AlphaPose and openpifpaf, are compared
to the groundtruth using the following metrics.

PCK stands for percentage of correct keypoints and measures
the number of correctly estimated keypoints over all keypoints
in the dataset. A keypoint is considered correct if it is within
a fraction of the targets bounding box, in this work we will
use 0.2 × height. PCKh is a metric in all aspects similar to
PCK except that the threshold for correct classification is half
the length of the head segment.



(a) PCK for each algorithm.

(b) PCKh for each algorithm.

Fig. 7: Performance of the algorithms over distance.

Finally, we use the average euclidean distance. Although it
does not provide a good metric for comparing the algorithms,
it still provides good insights into the failure cases of each
algorithm, allowing us to understand the proximity between
detected keypoints and the groundtruth.

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the results attained for these metrics.
In this experiment some limits are imposed to the algorithms,
namely the image resolution is limited by the camera resolu-
tion and the memory by the computer’s memory, in this case
8GB. The results obtained in this experiment are discussed
in Section VII-A. The memory limitation only impacts the
openpifpaf as the model with the high resolution image did
not fit in the available memory. As such, the dataset images
had to be resized to a new resolution of 1000× 750 to fit in
memory. This operation may have influenced the results.

From the results obtained one can see that both AlphaPose and
openpifpaf outperform OpenPose, with similar performance.
However, openpifpaf ’s input images had lower resolution than
the other algorithms. Raising the question of how would
openpifpaf compare to AlphaPose if the test was limited by the
image resolution. To answer this question a new test was made
for both AlphaPose and openpifpaf with all images resized to
a resolution of 1000×750. The results of this new experiment
are shown in Fig. 9.

B. Improved VNECT performance
The performance of the VNECT algorithm at long ranges can
not be measured by the 3D estimates it produces as no suitable
dataset was found. However, as the proposed changes are

Fig. 8: Average euclidean distance between groundtruth and
estimated keypoints.

(a) PCK for each algorithm.

(b) PCKh for each algorithm.

Fig. 9: Performance of the algorithms over distance with
resized dataset.

only relative to the bounding box tracker the improvements
obtained can be identified by the improvements in the 2D
estimation of the algorithm when compared to the original
implementation. The PCK metric was chosen as a means to
compare the precision improvements of the algorithm.

In Fig. 10 we can see the best performing combinations of pa-
rameters achieved for NMS without considering SVM outputs,
NMS considering SVM outputs and NMS-fast as well as the
performance of the original method. The parameters obtained
for each result are nlevels = 64, scale = 1.2, width = 1000
and window stride = (4, 4) and nlevels = 64, scale = 1.2,
width = 1000 and window stride = (4, 4) and nlevels =
64, scale = 1.03, width = 800 and window stride = (4, 4),



Fig. 10: PCK with distance for different implementations of
VNECT.

respectively. Where nlevels is the implementation’s parameter
name for N described in Section IV-B.

C. Discrete Pose performance

To evaluate and compare the methods selected, both the rule
based and the learning algorithms, the discrete pose dataset
was used. The dataset was separated into training (60%),
validation (20%) and test (20%) sets. Given that the problem at
hand is a multilabel problem for each algorithm the confusion
matrices were calculated, as well as the precision, recall and
f1 score, so the algorithms could be correctly compared. In
this section we will present the results of the best performing
learning algorithms and compare them with the rule based
approach.

As a first step, all algorithms, NN, decision tree, random
forest and SVC, are initialised with default or commonly used
parameters. The default algorithms obtain average f1 scores of
0.523, 0.758, 0.834 and 0.851, respectively. To minimise the
impact of the imbalanced data, we utilise class weights to in-
crease the weight of the underrepresented class. These weights
are obtained by either inverting the fraction of occurrences
for each class or by taking the number of samples of each
class and dividing by the number of positive/negative cases,
for positive and negative class weights respectively. For the
decision tree and Random Forest we set the maximum depth
to 4. The improvements obtained can be seen in Fig. 11(a).
The next step consisted in augmenting the dataset by applying
translations and rescaling the inputs and retraining the models.
The augmentation was performed on the training set increasing
it tenfold to 1500 images, while the validation and test sets
remained constant. It consisted on three translations, four
rescalings and two translations with rescaling. The compar-
ative results can be seen in Fig. 11(b). However, as the results
were not satisfactory the data augmentation was dropped. The
last step was evaluating the advantages of performing feature
selection, using both PCA and CCA. In this work we use
the implementations available through the scikit-learn library
and utilise the default parameters except for the number of
components that was set to 17. The results obtained can be
seen in Fig. 11(c).

(a) Comparison before and after class weights.

(b) Comparison before and after data augmentation.

(c) Comparison before and after dimensionality reduc-
tion.

Fig. 11: Classifier design iterative process.

The best classifier obtained in this work was the SVC
with class weights and PCA selected features. The classifer
achieved a f1 score of 0.885 in the test set, with a precision
of 0.881 and recall 0.891.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this section we shall discuss the results obtained with the
different experiments described in VI.

A. Evaluating performance with distance

This experiment allows us to compare the three selected 2D al-
gorithms on their performance at different distances. From the
PCK and PCKh metric, one can evaluate the algorithms based
on their ability to correctly identify keypoints. Fig. 7(a) and
Fig. 7(b) clearly show that OpenPose is the worst performing
algorithm and AlphaPose is marginally better than openpifpaf.
It is also obvious that the maximum range of AlphaPose and
openpifpaf is greater than 18m.

Fig. 8 shows the average euclidean distance between estimated
keypoints and corresponding groundtruth keypoints. It is rele-
vant to note two characteristics of the measurements presented
in the figure: first, the y axis is in pixels, as such, as the



targets distance increases, one pixel represents a larger real
world error, and secondly, as this metric calculates the distance
between estimation and groundtruth keypoints only detected
keypoints are taken into consideration. By fusing the data in
Fig. 8 with the data in Fig. 7, we can see that AlphaPose
has the best accuracy as it has both high PCK/PCKh and low
euclidean distance. openpifpaf presents high variation on the
euclidean distance. Still this algorithm presents high PCK and
PCKh, meaning that although the error is larger than in other
algorithms the metrics still define these points as correctly
classified. Finally OpenPose presents an euclidean distance
with values generally worse than AlphaPose and better than
openpifpaf. OpenPose’s average distance tends to increase in
value as the target moves farther away, but some drops occur,
most notably the large drop from 16m onwards. Although
some of these drops can be attributed as variations on the
dataset itself, many, notably the final drop, are due to keypoints
no longer being detected by the algorithm and therefore no
longer being considered in the metric. This indicates that
OpenPose does not create false positive at long range, it is
simply unable to detect target’s keypoints.

From this experiment we can conclude that both AlphaPose
and openpifpaf outperform OpenPose at long distances. open-
pifpaf outperforming OpenPose at greater distances is a result
that is coherent with the results presented in [14]. On that work
PifPaf was trained on low resolution images and compared to
an OpenPose implementation also trained on low resolution
images. It is shown that PifPaf outperformed this version
of OpenPose. So, it was expected that, when compared to
the original version of OpenPose trained in high resolution
data, the result would only be exacerbated. OpenPose’s poor
performance in low resolution images is a result of the bottom-
up approach. ‘The main reason for the lower accuracy of
bottom-up approaches is their limited resolution. While top-
down methods individually crop and feed each detected person
into their networks, bottom-up methods have to feed the whole
image at once, resulting in smaller resolution per person’ [12].
As for the comparison between AlphaPose and openpifpaf,
AlphaPose seems to perform better than openpifpaf in our
dataset but several factors may contribute to this result, most
notably the lower resolution of input images of openpifpaf.

The second experiment, where resolution was the limiting
factor, shows that AlphaPose’s and openpifpaf ’s performance
at close range is similar to the results previously obtained.
However, at 16m and 18m a 10% drop in PCK and PCKh
can be seen for AlphaPose. The drop value implies a failure on
AlphaPose’s human detector causing the system to be unable
to identify any keypoints in this image. The two experiments
therefore show the pros and cons of bottom-up and top-down
approaches. Particularly it strongly suggests that AlphaPose
can leverage high resolution to improve performance but in
low resolutions the human detector may fail and openpifpaf,
due to its training in low resolution images, appears to
outperforms AlphaPose on lower resolutions.

B. Improved VNECT performance
The results presented in Fig. 10 show that locally our approach
can outperform the original implementation, most notably at
short range, without a significant increase in computational

load, in several cases processing faster than the original.
These lower computational loads are attributed to the smaller
effort of the Hog detector thanks to the image resizing.
However, the proposed changes fail to outperform the original
implementation at distances above 12m.

Increasing the number of evaluated bounding boxes, particu-
larly on small patches, had the unexpected effect of drastically
increasing the number of false positives. The Hog obtained
from patches that include the building wall seem to often trick
the classifier, being incorrectly labelled as humans. This, when
combined with the usage of NMS to selected the bounding
box, often causes the bounding box to be misplaced. The orig-
inal implementation of VNECT selects the largest boundaries
to avoid this issue, as the bounding box selected contains
all other boxes. The fact that, with large bounding boxes,
VNECT is still capable of detecting some keypoints, attests
to its capability of dealing with targets at greater distances.

C. Discrete Pose performance

Observing the results obtained with the default classifiers
we can see that the best performers are the random forest
and the SVC, with the NN as the worst performer. As the
dataset is imbalanced, the next step is ensuring that the models
can correctly deal with the imbalance. For the decision tree,
random forest and SVC class weights were added, furthermore
in the case of decision tree and random forest a maximum
depth of 4 was defined. The weights will promote the selection
of the under represented class. As for the maximum depth,
it will try to avoid overfitting, which, given the small size
of the dataset, is a risk to consider. From Fig. 11(a) we can
observe that adding class weights had no impact on the SVC,
a positive impact on the random forest, and the decision tree
only improved with manually calculated class weights.

Next, the training data was increased tenfold by creating
new samples from translations and scalings of the current
datapoints. The classifiers are then retrained and, in Fig. 11(b),
two interesting results come to our attention. The first is the
sudden increase in the f1 of the NN, which leads us to believe
that the model required more data points to be properly trained,
a coherent result as NN are, among the methods selected, the
ones that usually require the most data to train. The second
result is the drop observed in the decision tree, which reveals
that the model is not complex enough to correctly describe
the augmented data. However, before the data augmentation,
the results obtained achieved a high score, which reveals low
variability in the dataset, as a simplistic model is capable of
describing the data. This indicates that limiting the decision
tree depth to 4 might have been excessively conservative.
However the random forest algorithm, also limited, maintains
performance on par with the SVC.

Finally, the last step of the process was evaluating the ad-
vantages of performing feature selection. Two dimensionality
reduction methods are used: PCA and CCA. The f1 score
comparison between the two can be found in 11(c). For the
created dataset we see that PCA results tend to outperform
CCA, with the notable exception in the SVC with CCA that
obtained the highest score. We therefore prefer the usage of
PCA as it showed better performance across the board.



The best performing classifier was the Support Vector Clas-
sifier, with class weights and PCA selected features. This
implementation obtained a f1 score of 0.885 in the test set,
with a precision of 0.881 and recall 0.891. The results show
that, even with a small number of true positive examples the
classifier can learn the intended subposes by leveraging the
controlled nature of the testing environment.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Global population is ageing and age related morbidity is on the
rise. To counteract this tendency the Augmented Human As-
sistance (AHA) project proposes two solutions: ”exergames”
and Automated Therapist Assistance for the Senior fitness
test. Both solutions use Human Pose Estimation (HPE) as
a non-invasive form of interface. Inspired on these solutions
this work tackles three main topics. Firstly it evaluates 2D
HPE algorithms performance over distance. For this purpose
a distance dataset was created, with labelled poses at [3, 18]m.
Comparing OpenPose, AlphaPose and openpifpaf, for dis-
tances above 14m OpenPose performed poorly. Between Al-
phaPose and openpifpaf we conclude that AlphaPose, being a
top-down method, can better leverage high resolution images.
openpifpaf, on the other hand, outperforms AlphaPose on low
resolution images as AlphaPose’s human detector performance
decreases. Secondly we seek to improve the VNECT algorithm
by altering the bounding box detector. The results obtained
by altering the parameters of the HOG human detector and
performing NMS achieved a marginal improvement that was
not deemed relevant. Finally we explore the viability of
discrete pose as an alternative to continuous pose. The best
learning classifier relies on a SVC and achieves an f1 score
of 0.88, outperforming the rule based classifier.

Future Work

Further work can be developed by evaluating 2.5D algorithm’s
performance over distance. A 3D capture system is therefore
required to create a novel 3D distance dataset. Furthermore,
improving the current distance dataset, with larger number
of images per meter, new backgrounds, and longer range,
can provide new insights, particularly on the maximum range
of both AlphaPose and openpifpaf. Another possible avenue
of work could be complementing 3D algorithms with 2.5D
methods to enable work in an extended range. Using the
outputs of both algorithms a system could leverage data fusion
methods to obtain improved pose results in regions where 3D
algorithms start facing issues due to its hardware. Expanding
the work developed in discrete pose may be an interesting
research direction. Possible next steps could be the expansion
of the sub-poses to more complex 3D scenarios, e.g. leaning
forward and backwards, with the goal of fully replacing 2.5D
algorithms.
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